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XIX, the Hot New Bar in NoLita 
By DENNY LEE 

CAN’T get in? Well, then, it must be hot. That must explain why XIX, a new subterranean bar in NoLIta, 
tracked down Disco, the infamous doorman from Bungalow 8, to work its door. It was a bloodbath the other 
Thursday. Strapping tennis players from the United States Open? Nope. Three guys from Brooklyn? Not a 
chance. Rejects from the Kenmare up the block? Rejected again. 
The scene downstairs was more serene. Turns out, the line about the private party is sometimes true. A 
reporter for Page Six, Tara Palmeri, was having a birthday party, though the only boldface name was Bode 
Miller, the skier, who was cavorting with two women, beer in hand. That didn’t stop the uninvited from trying 
to crash — and being rejected. 
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THE PLACE 
Tucked under Travertine, an upscale Italian restaurant on gritty Kenmare Street. The door is unmarked, but 
just look for Disco, who’s hard to miss at 6-foot-7 and 300 pounds. The bar itself is dark and small — just a 
single 800-square-foot room with bordello-red banquettes, fake wood ceiling beams and marble slabs carved 
with Romanesque scenes of war and love-making. Think frat basement, redone by a metrosexual decorator. 
 
THE CROWD 
It’s still finding its groove, but on recent visits, the crowd was a mix of fashionable jocks in V-neck T-shirts and 
$300 jeans, and sassy women in Alexander Wang tops who didn’t mind buying their own drinks. But the space 
is small — capacity is 75 — so the vibe can change on a dime. 
 
GETTING IN 
When there is a private party, don’t bother. Otherwise, you’re at the mercy of Disco, who, depending on the 
night, can be the guy you curse out or your best friend. 
 
PLAYLIST 
There is a D.J. booth, featuring a roster of downtown names like Tommie Sunshine, who will be spinning 
Friday nights. 
 
DRINKS 
No cocktail menu at the moment, but there is the bottle service — Grey Goose for $400, anyone? Beers like an 
Amstel Light start at $11. 
XIX, 19 Kenmare Street (near Elizabeth Street); no phone. Open Wednesday through Sunday, 10 p.m. to 4 
a.m. DENNY LEE!


